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About This Content

Found in flight schools around the world, the classic Cessna 152 has landed on FSX: Steam Edition.

More than 7,500 C152s have been produced, with various options and modifications being introduced by the factory and added
by owners over the years. The C152 II variant includes an enhanced standard avionics and navigation package.

Developed by Carenado, the C152 II for FSX: Steam Edition includes two model types (with and without gear fairings) in four
liveries, with high quality textures, an animated pilot and accurate modelling of details including antennas, wheel chocks, fuel

caps and baggage area.

Features

Four coloured liveries.

Window reflections

Full 3D pilot figure with animations

Full propeller effects

Modelled details including pitot pressure chamber, antennas, wheel chocks, fuel caps, baggage area
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Animations include: ailerons, elevators, rudders, flaps, trim tab, rotating wheels, operating doors, animated sun visors,
operating door windows, glove compartment, fresh air outlets, vibrating radio antenna, opening ashtray, and the co-pilot
seat back also tilts forward.

Realistic aircraft performance based on real aircraft information and pilot observations

High fidelity custom sound set

Custom panel and gauges

Built-in zoom gauges featuring authentic lighting effects

Night light effects on panel

Yokes can be shown/hidden by mouse click in VC

Cast shadows on VC

External dynamic shadows cast

Normal and specular mapping

Bloom lights
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I picked this up mainly because the screenshots looked appealing, and I'm glad I did. It completely fulfills the promise of the
screenshots. If you find the screenshots appealing, you will probably like the game.

Basically it's a RTS/Tower Defense about fighting for territory against an ocean.
. best game i have ever played worth atleast £2556. Not actually too bad a DLC, it seems to often be overlooked, or the last to be
bought. Admittedly, I can't really attest to the usefulness or lack thereof of the USS Constitution and HMS Victory. In terms of
how the DLC impacts your campaign, the effectiveness is admittedly somewhat dependent upon which faction you're playing
as. All factions have access to Ghoorkas and Dahomey Amazons (both of which are admittedly useful in multiplayer, especially
the amazons). The Ottomans benefit greatly from the Organ Guns which can be recruited very early in the game and really do
dish out devastating damage. Organ Guns are however, virtually useless in multiplayer. As for Rogers Rangers and Bulkeley's
Regiment, they don't have a huge impact on campaign. They're relatively easy to recruit but you can only have one. In
multiplayer, both Roger's Rangers and Bulkeley's Regiment are fairly useful.

Edit: I'd also like to take this moment to call Valve Corp. out on its recent anti-consumer practice of subtly hiding negative
reviews. Read here: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. Not a bad
game by any means. I think using your fallen corpses as leverage is an interesting idea, The problem is the game is choppy, has a
passable but boring aesthetic, and is wholly average. There's no reason to play this when Meat Boy. Dustforce, The End is Nigh,
and other excellent hard platformers exist.. Buy this Game - 49c

Corrective Surgery on my carpal tunnel syndrome - $4000

In all seriousness, this kind of game would be free to play on android or apple. And my current play time reflects how long it
actaully took to finish this game. This game is too simple,very short, repetitive and painfully shallow.

Id avoid this one (unless you can get it for 1c). The whole series is great! I enjoy the gameplay and the story. It's cost is a good
deal as well.. Depends on 3rd party software to run. This would qualify it for no reccomendation already but when the game is
working, it's mediocre at best. The translation was just ripped from the Hong Kong localization (so expect engrish text wherever
humanly applicable) The online is a wasteland at this point, so don't bother if you're in it for that. The singleplayer is pretty
mediocre, and the arcade / story mode is brought down not only by the aformentioned engrish, but also some embarrassing
endings. You see that 5th picture in the gallary? Imagine that but for every female character, being explained away by something
very along the lines of "oh, well I guess the battle is over now, ho hum what should I do now? Disrobing sounds like a good
idea--". I'll add that even for a japanese fighting games, most of the female character designs are pretty shameless in their
obvious intent (my personal favorite is either the essential equivelent of the daughter of c'thulu having a permanant wedgie or
the cyborg ninja having her nipples protrude through metal armor). The customization options are kind of cool on the surface,
but you have to unlock colors, and you're only allowed a certain number of them. You're better off referring to Blazblue Central
Fiction's modding community if you have a hard on for that sort of thing. The customization for the fights are a pretty okay
idea, but they balance eachother out in that most of them either are just other moves that were already on the character but
worse, have no utility in the first place for the character or are not worth the difficulty of input (btw, the fact that this game at
all expects dp moves in the air demonstrates how new this team was to developing these games). As a sidenote, choosing step
over dash movement for any character is a straight downgrade for all of them. As for balance, its not the absolute worst, but if
there were to be an online scene, you'd probably come to expect the three characters with easy to access "technically not touch
of deaths, but may as well be since they also corner carry and end with hard knockdown into 50/50". It's alright with friends, but
frankly there are just other fighting games which do what this game does but cheaper and / or better.

3/10 This is definitely a pass, but if its ever on sale, get it under the assumption that you'll probably have to refund immediately
it if you don't have the aformentioned 3rd party tech.
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Worth every tear I shed when I did my end
I Feel like martin lurther king jr. after his death knowing his effect on the world. So after completing Zup! Series i decided to
try something els from the same devs,
And i found "Qop" its another dope time waster, This one was way way more interesting
And way way more challenging then Zup, if you love smart puzzle, don't waste your time.
Get this one! You won't regret that :).
----------------------------------
★ -Graphics- ★
☑ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Bad (Stay away)

★ -Gameplay- ★
☑ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Bad (Stay away)

★ -Audio- ★
☐ Very good
☑ Good
☐ Bad

★ -Difficulty- ★
☐ Very Easy
☑ Significant brain usage
☐ Very Difficult

★ -Price- ★
☑ Worth the price
☐ Recommended but over priced
☐ Not recommended

Overall: ★★★★ (4/5). Not THAT bad but this one lacks ship customization\/weapons loadout and the story mode is way too
short. Your ship is way too big on the screen and the aliens fall in the "we're ALL kamikaze" category. There are bullets to
avoid but the biggest threat is the ships themselves. Some areas have bosses... models are fine but they don't give you any
satisfaction to take down, no visual on how damaged they are, no phases or transformations. The whole story mode is bland and
it feels like all levels are the same except for the background. Sometimes enemies come from the background, ramming you
from the depths of your screen as you're trying to figure out if you can even shoot them. I do love the ships firing FROM the
background.. it kinda sets the climate for war although you won't know at which point their projectiles can actually hit you.

Other modes of play include "you shall not pass or i lose" where you fire a thin one shot kill laser on enemies that eventually
move faster horizontally than you can move vertically.

Then comes the blitz modes where you must kill a fixed amount of enemies to go to the next wave. In this mode you soon find
out that the screen is filled with ships that you can't kill with your strongest ship and your
big\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665get rammed by the swarm. Yes your hyper charges a little faster when not firing....
not firing, you're kidding right?

I'm sure some people will like this game but i think it's missing A LOT to even start to be interesting. There's some talent into
this game but i'm expecting more than this in 2015.. Not fun at all..... I apologize devs if I played an earlier, crappy version, but I
did not enjoy this. I did play for several hours because I wanted to give it a chance, and I figured there was more to the game
than I knew. But no, what you see is what you get.. I'll give this "game" a good review even though I don't plan to keep playing
(reading) it. I didn't realize it was a graphic novel, my bad. Anyway it looks good, can't tell you much about it, I just don't want
to give this a bad review because of my mistake.. It's not a complex, blow-out game or anything, but it's clean and well done,
and for being made in a few short days by a 7 year old who only just picked up a coding book 28 years older than herself?
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Wonderful.

I hope you stick to it and continue to grow, I look forward to seeing what you do.. awful gameplay, chaotic characters and
fighting. Worst of all for a multiplayer game THERE IS NO ONE PLAYING THIS GAME! How can you join a game if there's
no one to join?
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